Whose identity politics? – Lessons for emerging critical disability geography in Hungary
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Abstract. In response to the economic crisis in 2009, the Hungarian government reduced the level of support for the employment of impaired people. The withdrawal of this state support has not only resulted in a massive wave of dismissals, but has also transformed some peripheral settlements into spaces of resistance. The research presented in this paper was conducted to understand the nature of political actions organised in Békés County (one of Hungary’s disadvantaged regions) in order to support the social employment of impaired people. By analysing these political actions we have highlighted certain contradictions of applying the concept of identity politics in a post-socialist context, and the advantages of a combined, biosocial model. On the one hand, the outline of the political and economic situation helped us understand that the analysed social protests only resembled identity politics. In reality, they may even have contributed to the reproduction of ableism. On the other hand, by integrating individual experiences into the social model of disability we could also reveal that according to our impaired interviewees, it is not only their impairments and/or disabilities that render daily life difficult. Their firm call for changes in both economic and regional policy suggests that the deliberate and combined use of identity and class politics would be particularly important. Overall, our results suggest that it is essential for scholars in Hungary to engage more strongly in critical disability geography and to thus help the approach take root and develop further.

1 Introduction: concepts, methods

In September 2009, the Hungarian government not only changed the regulations concerning the social employment of people with impairments, but also cut back drastically on state subsidies. Implemented in reaction to the global economic crisis, these changes resulted in the lay-off of hundreds of people in Békés County, one of the country’s most economically disadvantaged regions. Consequently, a wave of protests (e.g. road blockades in rural communities, demonstrations and petition campaigns) led by local politicians of the opposition as well as local employees and their support-
to their impairments as well as the social injustice suffered as a result. If we agree that identity politics is “a concept that refers to social movements organised around the politicalisation of particular cultural identities” (Pratt, 2000:367), then political activities in Békés County can be interpreted as identity politics. Adopting a critical geographical approach, our broader aim is to contribute to transforming a disabling society. In order to achieve this aim, we studied political activities in Békés County so as to consider the viability of fostering the socio-spatial spread of such activities. This is particularly important in a country where both critical geography in general (Timár, 2003) and disability geography in particular (Fabula, 2011) are still in their infancy. Notwithstanding its limitations we found identity politics to be a useful concept for our study. It helped us understand that the analysed social protest organised in support of the employment of disabled people only resembled identity politics. In reality, both party political and economic stakes underlie such demonstrations, which may, however, reinforce rather than weaken the ablest nature of society.

Although we strive to elaborate on this argument by applying the concept of identity politics, this is not to say that we advocate the approach. Nevertheless, we do think that discussions on disability-related identity politics rely strongly on “Western” experience, and can thus be further elaborated on. East Central Europe, where disabled people have only become “visible” following the socialist era, may offer a context that differs from the “Western” experience. Having said this, we can from an East Central European perspective only agree with widespread criticism of identity politics, according to which drawing sharp boundaries renders the forging of effective political alliances across social movements difficult (Pratt, 2000). For the time being, however, key issues in Hungary relate to the aspects of “recognition”, disability-related oppression and to the identification of those suffering disadvantages as a result. Therefore, in the debate which emphasises the contradictory nature of redistributive justice and identity politics or, as Fraser (1997) argues, affirmative and transformational politics, we tend to take sides with Rose (1993). We assume that identity politics may, hic et nunc, serve or function as a necessary moment, a strategy whose aim is to create group identity, foster solidarity and gain recognition before deconstruction.

It was clear when we first raised this issue that the social rather than the medical model of disability is better suited to the study of the political movements aimed at improving labour market access. This is not only due to the fact that the social model serves as a vital catalyst for the political participation of impaired people in daily practice (Barnes, 2000), but that critical research conducted on ableism is based on this approach (Chouinard, 1997). We believe that the nature of the disability-centred political actions in Békés County can only be fully understood if analysed in the multiple context of politics, power relations and economy at both the national and regional level. At the same time, however, we share the opinion that the study of political struggles requires that sufficient attention be given to both the collective and individual dimension. In line with other scholars, Watson (2004:112) recommends that the social model be revised and a new perception be created that “incorporates the experience of disabled people but at the same time maintains a political element”. For this reason, we ultimately opted to apply this model labelled by Philo (2009) as biosocial in our analysis. In doing so, we are able to retain the critical approach offered by the social model whilst at the same time also acknowledging individual experiences with disablement and impairment.

Accordingly, in the first part of our analysis based on statistics, documents, newspaper articles and 21 interviews with “experts”, we provide a brief outline of the political-economic forces underpinning the demonstrations in Békés County. Our focus on the place and scale of power relations and vested interests as geographical categories is intended to facilitate understanding. The next section summarises the experiences of impaired individuals in Békés County in order to gain insights into their political disability identity and to obtain a better understanding of why they joined (or failed to join) the demonstrations in the county. We use the concept developed by Putnam (2005) as our analytical framework as she identifies six potential domains and subdomains which structure the parameters of political disability identity and are therefore well suited to empirical analyses. As Putnam’s theoretical framework is based both on broad scientific discussion and on the results of numerous empirical studies, we were able to compare the situation in Békés County with the experiences had in other countries/regions.

In order to gain insight into individual experiences, in-depth semi-structured interviews were conducted with 40 individuals in Békés County in 2010 and 2011. In order to obtain information on a diverse range of identities, interviewees were selected on the basis of the following criteria: firstly, interviewees should be affected by social employment in one way or another; be it by way of current or former employment, or as individuals who, though impaired, did not want
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3 These interviews were conducted with local politicians (5), employees (3) and representatives of civil organisations supporting impaired people (4) and social institutions (9).
4 Most (12 persons) were visually impaired, 6 with locomotor diseases, 3 mentally impaired, 1 person with hearing impairment and 18 persons had other degenerative or inflammatory diseases or gastro-intestinal disorders. Of the 24 women and 16 men interviewed, 4 persons were in the age range of 18 to 29, 6 in the age range of 30 to 39, 7 in the age range of 40 to 49, 17 in the age range of 50 to 59 and 6 persons were 60 or older. Eighteen live in the county seat with a population of 70,000, 9 in towns and 13 in villages. As regards their income position, most (22 persons) were below the official poverty line prevailing in 2011 (i.e. a subsistence wage of HUF 78,000 per person), another 16 earned an income of around the current subsistence wage (i.e. HUF 78,000 to 100,000) and only 2 had an income of over HUF 100,000.
or manage to be socially employed. Secondly, opportunity should be given to both protesters and non-protesters to voice their opinions in order to assess the strength of solidarity and the existence or absence of shared political goals. Thirdly, the interview sample should cover as many types of settlement as possible, so as to reflect the situation of the county comprehensively. On the basis of these requirements two methods were used to select appropriate interviewees: (1) with the help of employers and civil organisations, (2) by means of the “snowball method”. The questions asked during the interviews pertained to the following thematic issues (topics): career, state of health, education and occupation; civil participation (involvement) and networking; the home as an experienced micro-space; transport; use of space; identities (with special regard to the impact of impairments); living conditions; attitude to political actions in the county.

The summary of the study provides an outline of the most important empirical findings which underpin our major argument and includes the resulting conclusions which relate to the theoretical debates within critical disability geography on identity politics.

2 A social and economic background to the political involvement of impaired people in Békés County

In order to understand the nature of political actions launched in reaction to reduced levels of support for the social employment of impaired people in Hungary in 2009–2010, we first review the social, political and economic context of the demonstrations. The geographical perspective of our analysis is reflected in our strong focus on regional characteristics as well as in the interaction of local and national scales of power relations and interests. This geographical focus not only helps us clarify whether the political actions in Békés County can be interpreted as identity politics, but is also helpful in assessing the potential of changing the ableist nature of society that such political actions can induce.

2.1 The political and economic situation

Research conducted in various regions throughout the world supports the fact that impaired people as a social group are over-represented in poorer regions (Abberley, 1987; Davis, 2001). According to data collected during the census conducted prior to the 2009 political protest, the ratio of disabled people to the total population was higher than the national average (5.7%) in the economically less developed regions (thus in Békés County as well), while it was lower in the more developed ones (e.g. the Budapest agglomeration and north-west Hungary) (Fig. 1).

Following the post-socialist economic restructuring, Hungary and thus also Békés County experienced an explosion in the rate of unemployment. Under the prevailing statutory regulations, some impaired people were eligible for welfare benefits (e.g. state support, disability pension) providing that they agreed to being labelled as “disabled”. Thus, this...

5The interpretation of the term “disabled” in accordance with the individual/medical model is still more prevalent in public parlance and official documents in Hungary. In effect, the census used the categories of “impaired” and “disabled” interchangeably.
procedure was often adopted as a survival strategy which was also confirmed by a number of our interviewees striving to find an explanation for the high proportion of impaired people located in Békés County.

There are no companies that would want to invest in production [in Békés County]. The people here were too old to move some place else, so what was the obvious solution? They got themselves pensioned off citing disabilities. These people had no disabilities. Approximately two-thirds would never even have thought of seeing a physician if the economy operated properly. (a senior officer of a civil organisation also specialising in the employment of the disabled, small town)

Although meagre, welfare benefits of this kind are often the only legal source of income for impaired citizens in Hungary. Due to the ableist nature of the labour market, society is strongly polarised in Hungary as a whole. Whereas 59% of able-bodied people in Hungary were employed in 2001, only 18% of impaired people were employed in the same year; a situation that is also reflected in Békés County where only 17% of impaired people as opposed to 55% of the able-bodied were employed in 2001. In contrast to “Western” societies where similar inequalities have been the subject matter of political debates for decades (Barnes, 1992; Barnes and Mercer, 2005), the topic has only recently, as of the early 2000s, entered social discourse in Hungary.

The role of the state in supporting the employment of impaired people has undergone a series of profound changes. During the state socialist era the employment of impaired people was basically the responsibility of large state-owned companies. In the final decade of this era all employers were eventually granted state subsidies when employing impaired people4. Although this later somewhat modified practice survived even after 1989, it was not until a socialist-liberal government entered office in 2006 that major changes occurred. It was from this point on that local government-run social institutions that had previously provided means-tested day care for the elderly were also allowed to provide employment for the impaired. Owing to the new government measures, they were now allowed to create (mostly low-skilled) jobs (involving light physical work) for both the impaired and those facing discrimination in the open labour market. Whilst the volume of state subsidy depended on the number of employees each institution employed, the operators of these institutions enjoyed a large degree of freedom over selecting their employees.

2.2 Local responses – power relations

Jumping on the band wagon of these new socialist-liberal regulations, a growing number of local governments applied
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4Joint Decree no. 8/1983 (VI.29.) of the Minister of Finance and the Minister of Healthcare.

... many began to see the issue of the disabled as a business opportunity. They thought they could cash in on it. I think that the emergence of such businesses, the dilution of the special purpose organisations [i.e. those that received priority government subsidy] and a large number of problems that had surfaced forced the then government to do something about it... (senior officer of a civil organisation, county seat)

After 2006, members of the opposition (Fidesz) party were elected as councillors in both the county council and the majority of local governments in Békés County. However, they also benefited from the favourable impacts of the socialist-liberal government policy which regulated social employment.

Liberal statutory regulations offered flexible opportunities. Nothing had been regulated in detail. There was only a legal framework. Nearly everything fitted in with this framework. This was good business which secured a lot of money for the local government. The scheme worked without a hitch and brought a lot of money and votes. And this is a Fidesz place, isn’t it? But this [social employment scheme] was not meant to be anybody’s business. (head of one of the institutions offering social employment, village)

Referring to the impacts of the global economic crisis, the government reduced the budget earmarked for the...
employment of the impaired and adopted a new application scheme which restricted the range of eligible employers in 2009. As a result, numerous previously secure jobs became precarious. Although some of the jobs were also maintained, further deterioration of the employment perspectives for the impaired or chronically ill population resulted in a wave of protest. Angered by the unjust actions of the government, the impaired population, as a previously “invisible” social group, demanded stronger recognition and more consideration for their particular interests; for the time being even in the form of identity politics.

2.3 Identity politics?

The protest against the abolishment of institutions offering social employment was primarily organised by opposition politicians and took place with the participation of impaired/chronically ill people. A petition signed by 57 of the county’s 67 mayors was sent to the President of Hungary, requesting his help. Another was signed by over 11,000 interested parties including employees, employers and various civil organisations supporting impaired people. In addition, a number of demonstrations were also part of the protest, the majority of which took place in Battonya, a small town in Békés County.

Although by no means against the employment of the impaired, the then mayor of Battonya (also an MP) was a profound critic of the post-2006 employment model and had hinted to some local abuses. He was a politician of the governing party and thus an opponent at the general elections of the opposition politicians who had organised the protest. Many organisers of the protest accused him of being behind the government authority inspections, which became rather frequent at the time. One made no secret of why Battonya had been selected as the location of the protest:

The location is no coincidence either. It is because of the running amok of the mayor of Battonya that things have come to this point. (the then opposition party mayor, a village affected, http://www.beol.hu/bekes/kozelet/, 11 December 2009)

By the spring of 2010 the protest had subsided. Despite the fact that the former opposition party had won the 2010 elections with a two-thirds majority, not even the local politicians who had organised the protest in Békés County (and were now working in legislative jobs) were so keen to force through their demands. Whilst some of the “expert” interviewees state that the demonstrations did contribute to saving jobs to some extent, others claim that they had no tangible effect at all.

Overall, the analysis of the political and economic situation suggests that both the central government’s neoliberal handling of the crisis as well as local party political power struggles reinforced the ableist nature of society. By thrusting party political interests to the forefront, local political elites colonised the political protest which could have otherwise potentially turned into disability identity politics. Indeed, under the prevailing post-socialist circumstances, this movement could have made the problems facing disabled people “visible”. The key question now is whether the fact that the demonstrations in Békés County were met with mixed feelings by the population stems from the above mentioned colonisation, the fundamentally disabling nature of capitalist social space (Chouinard, 1997; Gleeson, 1999), or from the nature of identity politics which is barely able to facilitate communication with those “deemed outside the groups” (see in Pratt, 2000). The demonstrations which had aroused large-scale media attention led to the flaring up of a debate on the Internet. Of those who joined the debate, many went as far as to question the disadvantaged position of impaired people, saying that they at least had some paid work in a place that suffers so greatly from economic underdevelopment. Due, in part, to this public attitude, it is important that the experiences of disabled people during the demonstrations noted above are examined more thoroughly.

3 The experiences of impaired people – political disability identity

In general, the primary aim of learning about individual experiences by means of conducting interviews is to shed light on how active participation in disability-related political actions can be enhanced in Hungary. As Putnam’s (2005) aim in creating her empirically orientated concept of political disability identity was similar, we chose to use it as the analytical framework for our analysis. Given its conceptual orientation, the approach may even help to assess whether, from the perspective of disabled people, identity politics is used correctly in relation to the political actions in Békés County.

Putnam (2005) claims that the parameters of political disability identity can be structured on the basis of the following six primary domains: (i) self-worth, (ii) pride, (iii) discrimination, (iv) common cause, (v) policy alternatives, (vi) engagement in political action (Fig. 2).

Our study found that attitudes to self-worth varied enormously. Both social usefulness of disabled people and the undervaluation of this usefulness by mainstream society were voiced during the interviews.

You simply lose count of the disabled who can do superhuman things, make progress in life, and lead their life much better than those without any affliction. So really, who are the disabled? (John, 58, county seat)

The interviewees challenged the views voiced in public discourse according to which disabled people cannot work
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7Source: Expert interviews.
productively. In their opinion, unproductive work at places involved in social employment was attributable to inefficient work arrangements and a wasteful subsidy scheme that was both uneconomical and prone to abuse.

... they employed people and were now eligible for receiving an amount [in the form of state subsidy] four, five or even six times the prevailing subsistence wage. The employers that is... and then they made them do work that was practically meaningless. So this was the perfect gold mine... (Theodore, 36, member of a civil organisation, county seat)

However, if disabled persons themselves also internalise the disparaging social attitude directed towards them, the development of a positive disability group identity could likely be hampered. This widespread social attitude is reflected, for example, in the statement made by Mary (53, former social employee, impaired, lives in a village, demonstrator), in which her profound sympathy or even pity for the disabled population becomes quite clear: “Well, I feel sorry for them, for what they are like, poor devils”.

The emergence of pride as a key requirement for the development of a political disability identity is primarily hindered by the way in which the label “disabled” is dismissed rather than acknowledgement in terms of physical or mental impairment. In Hungary, too, one of the underlying reasons for this dismissal resides in the dominance of the medical model (Oliver, 1990), which also prevails in public policy. Although familiarity with other models is crucial to shaping both a positive identity (Galvin, 2005) and to political participation itself (Barnes, 2000), only rarely do such models enter public discourses, as even those affected are often hardly aware of their existence.

The fact that some interviewees were expressly proud of their impairment is largely attributable to the activity of civil organisations who embrace and support the cause of disabled people. Social participation in such organisations holds the potential to foster positive impairment-related identities significantly (Shakespeare, 1993). This is, for example, reflected in a statement given by Joseph, a civil organisation member (36, county seat), who strongly stresses common human characteristics: “... you may have some disability. Even if you’re healthy.” Furthermore, impairment may even become a basis for a positive self-image, as is also attested in a statement made by James (24, member of a civil organisation, county seat), a visually impaired person: “I’m glad things have come to this. I mean what has happened to my eyesight. Because, but for this, I wouldn’t be the person I am now.” However, rare realisations of this kind are not necessarily viewed as something “engendering membership in a cultural minority group” (Putnam, 2005).

Awareness of discrimination is one of the most common triggers that induce disability rights movements. According to the respondents, discrimination is primarily based on the widespread stereotype according to which – as many put it – those with physical impairments (irrespective of the type of the impairment) are not only impaired, but also “half-witted”.

Although deeply discriminating, this stigma is, at best, only shaken off at the individual level, with some regarding only
mental impairment (or visually detectable physical injuries) as a disability from which they were quick to distance themselves.

Mental disability, well, that’s what I’d say is a real disability… True, it’s no one’s fault, but, you know, somehow, to me, they [the mentally ill] are the truly disabled. (Evelin, 33, county seat, visually impaired, civil organisation member)

Therefore, it is no coincidence that only few interviewees agreed to being labelled as “disabled”. Instead, many resorted to the tactic of “defensive othering” (Schwalbe et al., 2000) by which they defined “disability” in a way that precluded having to label themselves as “disabled”.

A disabled person is a person that cannot do the simple work that I do. If they cannot do it at all or cannot do it in the way it should be done. Something that makes me conclude that there is something wrong with their mental abilities. (Susanna, 54, social employee, small town)

This corresponds with two core components of the “internalised ableism” described by Campbell (2008) which also alludes to the obligation of impaired people to dissociate themselves from the disabled and to comply with ableist standards. Respondents not only agreed that disabled people had to face both social and material deprivation, but also that bias linked to mental and physical abilities has serious consequences in, for instance, the labour market: “… so if you go to a place [for a job interview] and they see that you walk on crutches, now, that’s already a reason for exclusion” (Joseph, 36, member of a civil organisation, county seat).

According to the respondents, the common cause underlying political activity comprises several factors. The first is class situation (working class, underclass), the second are disadvantages stemming from the economic backwardness of the county and the third relates to exclusion from the world of paid work. Whilst many respondents are indeed affected by this type of exclusion, not all blame disability as an oppressive social construction for this situation. Although most agree that the conditions they have to put up with can be alleviated by changing political agendas, only the disability advocacy organisations have actually fought for a disability policy thus far. Whereas the interviewees regarded a number of existing problems as group issues, opinions diverged over whether these problems were effectively “disability group” issues.

This determines the way in which demand for policy alternatives, which represents one of the conditions of political disability identity within Putnam’s (2005) concept, evolves and develops. Although not all were willing to accept the label “disabled” explicitly, they identified a number of disabling factors in society such as labour market discrimination and general prejudices. There was broad consensus that public policy solutions were necessary. The demonstrations in Békés County were organised to demand them. However, the opinions of impaired interviewees diverged when it came to evaluating the potential of disability-orientated policies to improve both their own disadvantaged position as well as the lives of other disabled people in the region. Evidence gathered during the interviews suggests that the existence of an effective economic or regional policy is a more pressing issue.

Based, then, on the protests in Békés County, the question remains what actually characterises the interviewees’ engagement in political action. First and foremost their main objective was to save jobs. The importance of place is reflected in the spatial concentration of the protests in particular areas of the county. Whereas the communities in which the mayors were involved in organising the protests were characterised by high levels of activity, in other areas impaired employees had not even heard about the demonstrations. The fact that major civil organisations only helped launch petition campaigns to support the protest and otherwise made little effort to raise awareness and mobilise their members speaks volumes.

… [the demonstration] was limited to Battonya and its surrounding area. Nothing happened here [i.e. in the county seat]. At least we, as an association, refused to get involved because there were political overtones to the demonstration too. (Ivan, 48, member of a civil organisation, county seat)

In Hungarian parlance, “political” principally means “party political”. Party affiliations tend to strongly divide the population in Hungary. While some interviewees criticised the mayors of the villages they were from, for their absence, others even mentioned coercion:

… those who didn’t go to the demonstration were criticised very severely. … It was very cold… So, I said, if I couldn’t bear standing about any longer [she walked on crutches], then I’d get in the car, even if it was cold, because everybody’s name was on a list so they knew who hadn’t come or who hadn’t volunteered to participate in the demonstration. In this way, you were made to feel that you disagreed with the mayor’s decision. Because it was his idea, this two-week demonstration. (Catherine, 56, social employee, village)

The personal stories of the group under review do not seem to suggest a marked presence of the six primary domains (Putnam, 2005) that structure the parameters of political disability identity in Békés County. It is the nature of identity itself as a process (Crooks, 2007; Crooks and Chouinard, 2006) that we can see evolving: whilst some distance themselves from embracing disability, others view disability as a personal problem. Although another group is already aware of
the social embeddedness of disability, it, for the time being, still remains underrepresented. Furthermore, the protest was, in effect, not a grassroots activity, as it had been organised by prominent local politicians with a keen eye to party political interests. Because impaired people were employed at institutions operated by the local government they depended on their mayors. Thus some of those who joined the demonstrations did not feel that their participation was the result of their own free choice. A fact which, in itself, calls the identity politics nature of the political demonstrations into question. More still, the strong demand for economic and regional policies on the part of interviewees’ also questions whether identity politics was the right weapon in their fight for saving their jobs.

4 Conclusions

The research presented here was conducted to understand the nature of political action organised in a disadvantaged region of Hungary in order to support the social employment of impaired people. Our secondary goal was to identify the positive lessons which can be drawn from this political action, which, in spite of the national level’s importance, remained local. We originally hoped that the knowledge gained thus far might, indirectly, contribute to changing an ableist society. Instead we found that the protests in Békés County had not only resembled disability-centred identity politics and primarily served the interests of both local politicians and local economic actors, but had in fact even become disabling. Furthermore, our analysis has highlighted the following issues that could potentially induce new conceptual debates:

1. Disability-centred identity politics bears the danger that it underestimates the complexity of the social and power relations as well as cultural practices that such politics deal with, and reproduces the non-disabled-disabled dichotomy (Meekosha, 2005). Such tendencies were also observable in Békés County, as the protest received party political rather than broad social support.8

2. If the demonstrations had been the manifestation of disability identity politics, they could have yielded a number of positive results in Hungary’s geographical and historical context. The fact that not even a temporary strategy supporting “recognition” emerged can, however, by no means be attributed to the absence of a universal disability identity, as such an identity simply cannot exist (see in Chouinard, 1997). Having said this, there ideally ought to have been a group identity that could have urged discourses advocating a transformation of the medical model of disability into a social one which, in turn, would have encouraged political involvement and solidarity.

3. As the protest against neoliberal central government policies was not organised by disabled people, they did not fully embrace it as their own. Local politicians, often in cooperation with economic actors, were able to disguise their party political interests as an action “for impaired people”. A number of aspects such as “mandatory” participation and problems of accessibility were key “disabling” components during the organisation of the demonstration.

4. According to the impaired individuals (mostly underclass or working class) interviewed as part of the analysis, it is not only their impairments and/or disabilities that render daily life difficult. More often than not it is also the economically disadvantaged status of their place of residence as well as their class status that make their lives considerably harder to manage. Their firm call for changes in both economic and regional policy suggests that the deliberate and combined use of identity and class politics would have been particularly important.

We hope that our research contributes to the elaboration of international debates on disability-centred identity politics because: (i) the ableist nature of new capitalism in Hungary reflects a unique path-dependency and (ii) “Western” experiences and recommendations neither necessarily apply to the disabled population who has just emerged from “invisibility”, nor to their political involvement or the fledgling debates on the nature of disability. For the time being, the most important task facing scholars in Hungary is to engage more strongly in critical disability geography and to thus help the approach take root and spread further throughout the country.
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